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Abstract
We revisit the implementation of the metric-independent Fock-Schwinger gauge
in the abelian Chern-Simons field theory defined in R3 by means of a homotopy
condition. This leads to the lagrangian F ∧hF in terms of curvatures F and of the
Poincare´ homotopy operator h. The corresponding field theory provides the same
link invariants as the abelian Chern-Simons theory. Incidentally the part of the
gauge field propagator which yields the link invariants of the Chern-Simons theory
in the Fock-Schwinger gauge is recovered without any computation.
Linking numbers are related to expectation values of Wilson loops in the abelian
Chern-Simons theory [1,2]. The computation of these expectation values involves the
propagator of the gauge field which in turn requires a gauge fixing. In the covariant
gauge [3], the gauge field correlator is nothing but the Gauss linking density of the link-
ing number. In a companion article [6] the Fock-Schwinger (aka radial) gauge xµAµ(x) = 0
was considered. This gauge fixing is ”topological” in the sense that it is metric indepen-
dent. Here we would like to present an alternative approach using the curvature FA = dA
and its correlator instead of the gauge potential A. This is achieved by considering the
Poincare´ Homotopy gauge condition hA = 0 which is equivalent to the Fock-Schwinger
gauge condition.
The Poincare´ homotopy h ∶ Ωp → Ωp−1 (p > 0) in Rn is the operator defined by [4]:
(hω)(x) = 1(p − 1)! (∫
1
0
dt tp−1 xν ωνµ2⋯µp(tx)) dxµ2 ∧⋯ ∧ dxµp , (1)
where Ωp denotes the space of p-forms on Rn. It satisfies the fundamental identity:
dh + hd = 1. (2)
Since the space A∞ of smooth U(1) gauge fields in R3 identifies with Ω1 the Poincare´
Homotopy gauge in A∞ is defined by:
hA = 0 . (3)
This yields a subspace A∞
h
of A∞. In spherical coordinates x = rrˆ the Fock-Schwinger
condition reads Ar(x) = 0 whereas the Poincare´ condition (3) may be rewritten
∫
r
0
ds Ar(s rˆ) = 0 (4)
The Fock-Schwinger condition implies that Ar(s rˆ) = 0 for any s ≠ 0, hence condition (4).
Conversely the derivative of (4) with respect to r readily leads to the Fock-Schwinger
condition. This proves the equivalence of the Fock-Schwinger and Poincare´ Homotopy
gauges.
Due to (2), for any A ∈ A∞
h
one has:
FA ∶= dA = (dh + hd)FA = dhFA , (5)
since dFA = d2A = 0. The space F∞ of smooth U(1) curvatures FA in in R3 identifies
with Ω2
0
, the space of closed 2-forms in R3. In A∞h one has:
A = (dh + hd)A = hdA = hFA . (6)
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Equations (5) and (6) imply that F∞ ≃h A∞h with h = d−1 on F∞. This is nothing but
Poincare´ lemma. In Quantum Field Theory fields are not smooth but rather distributions,
more precisely de Rham currents [5]. We denote by Ah and F the spaces of singular
U(1) gauge fields and curvatures. The de Rham derivative d and the Poincare´ homotopy
operator h both extend to currents, and so does Poincare´’s lemma [5], so that h = d−1
still holds on F .
The gauge fixed Chern-Simons action takes the form:
SCSh = SCS + SGF = 2pik {∫
R3
A ∧ dA + ∫
R3
B ∧ ⋆hA} , (7)
where ⋆ denotes the Euclidean Hodge star operator. In principle the action (7) also
contains a ghost term [6]. As the ghosts do not couple to the gauge field they may be
integrated out explicitly amounting to an overall normalization. We omit them here for
the sake of simplicity.
The generating functional of the U(1) Chern-Simons theory is given by:
ZCSh(j) = ∫ DADB eiSCSh +2ipi ∫ A∧j (8)
where the source j for the gauge field A is a (smooth) 2-form. In order to reformulate
the U(1) Chern-Simons theory in the Poincare´ Homotopy gauge as a theory involving
curvatures instead of gauge potentials let us insert
1 = ∫ DF δ (F − dA) (9)
into the generating functional ZCSh, the functional integral in (9) being performed on
the space F . The constraint δ (F − dA), originally set on F , can be translated into a
constraint on A by writing
δ (F − dA) = δ (d(A − hF )) = Ξ−1 . δ (A − hF ) (10)
where Ξ denotes the determinant of the restriction of d to Ah. Using equation (6) and
hhF = 0, the action SCSh can be recasted into:
SF = 2pik {∫ hF ∧ F + ∫ B ∧ ⋆hhF} = 2pik∫ hF ∧ F . (11)
If a source j of A is closed, i.e. such that dj = 0, then according to Poincare´’s lemma
j = dψ for some 1-form ψ, and therefore:
∫ A ∧ j = ∫ A ∧ dψ = ∫ dA ∧ψ = ∫ F ∧ ψ . (12)
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Note that the closeness of j ensures the gauge invariance of e2ipi ∫ A∧j .
The restriction of ZCSh to closed sources then reads:
ZCSh(j) = ∫ DF DADB Ξ−1 δ(A − hF )eiShF
= (∫ DADB Ξ−1) ∫ DF eiShF +2ipi ∫ F∧ψ . (13)
The functional integral over A and B gives rise to an overall normalization factor, whereas
the remaining factor is the generating functional for the field theory with action SF :
ZF (ψ) = ∫ DF eiShF +2ipi ∫ F∧ψ . (14)
The 1-form ψ is a source of F . Note that this generating functional satisfies:
ZF (ψ + dλ) = ZF (ψ) (15)
for any 0-form, i.e. function, λ. This symmetry of ZF reminds of the gauge invariance
of the original Chern-Simons theory.
To generate an invariant of a link L in R3, one considers the expectation value of its
holonomies:
⟨W(L)⟩CSh = 1NCSh ∫ DADB e
iSCSh +2ipi ∫LA (16)
with NCSh = ZCSh(0). Yet a knot C in R3 canonically defines a closed de Rham 2-
current JC , i.e. a closed 2-form with distributional coefficients [5], in such a way that
e2ipi ∫C A = e2ipi ∫ A∧JC . As for sources, the closeness of JC , or equivalently of C, ensures the
gauge invariance of W(L). Since Poincare´’s lemma also holds for currents, we have:
∫ A ∧ J = ∫ A ∧ dΨ = ∫ dA ∧Ψ = ∫ FA ∧Ψ , (17)
for some 1-current Ψ. Furthermore if two 1-currents Ψ and Ψ′ satisfy dΨ = JC = dΨ′ then
Ψ′ = Ψ+dΛ for some 0-current Λ. This reproduces at the level of currents the geometrical
property that any knot in R3 is bounding a surface, and if two surfaces in R3 share the
same boundary their difference encloses a volume.
Equation (17) suggests to replace (16) by:
⟨Φ(Σ)⟩F = NF ∫ DF eiSF +2ipi ∫Σ F = e2ipik ∫ hF∧F +2ipi ∫ F∧ΨΣ (18)
where Σ is a surface in R3, ΨΣ its de Rham 1-current, and NF = ZF (0). As for sources of
F , we can identify Ψ and Ψ+ dΛ since two such 1-currents generate the same ”quantum
flux” e2ipi ∫ F∧Ψ. Quantum fluxes are thus defined on J 1 ≡ Ω′1/dΩ′0 rather than on Ω′1,
3
with Ω′p denoting the space of p-currents in R3. Let us point out the similarity between
J 1 and Ah, each element of the latter being a particular representative of an element
of the former. From now on Ψ will indistinctly denote a class in J 1 or a representative
1-current of this class.
Thanks to the quadratic form of the action SF , the functional integral (18) can be
computed explicitly giving:
⟨Φ(Σ)⟩F = exp{(2ipi)
2
2 ∫ ΨΣ(x) ∧ (⟨F (x)F (y)⟩
⋆
ΨΣ(y))} , (19)
where the curvature propagator is
⟨F (x)F (y)⟩⋆ = i
4pik
h−1y δ
(3)(y − x) = i
4pik
dy δ
(3)(y − x) , (20)
since equation (2) implies that h−1y = dy on J 1. Consequently if L is a link and Σ is a
surface bounded by L then:
⟨Φ(Σ)⟩F = exp{−2ipi4k ∫ ΨΣ ∧ h−1ΨΣ} . (21)
Since h−1ΨΣ = dΨΣ = JL, one has:
ΨΣ ∧ h−1ΨΣ = ΨΣ ∧ dΨΣ . (22)
Thus:
∫ ΨΣ ∧ h−1ΨΣ = Σ ∩− L, (23)
where ∩− denotes the transverse intersection of a surface and a curve in R3. Once a
framing of L (or rather of its component knots) is given, intersection (23) is nothing but
the linking of L with itself. The latter is also the expectation value of the Wilson loop
of L in the CS theory [2], cf. (16):
⟨Φ(Σ)⟩F = exp{−2ipi4k lk(L,L)} = ⟨W(L)⟩CSh . (24)
The first equality of (24) is obtained using the theory defined by SF , whereas the last one
comes from the original U(1) Chern-Simons theory in the Poincare´ Homotopy gauge [6].
This set of equations establishes the equivalence of the two theories at the level of the
observables considered: ”quantum fluxes” for SF and holonomies for SCSh.
As byproduct, the propagator ⟨A(x)A(y)⟩ for the Chern-Simons theory in the Poincare´
Homotopy gauge [6] can be obtained from (20) by simply writing:
⟨A(x)A(y)⟩⋆ = ⟨hxF (x)hyF (y)⟩⋆ = i
4pik
δ(y − x)hx , (25)
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which coincides with the propagator computed in [6].
All we have presented here extends to the U(1) Chern-Simons theory in R4n+3 introduced
in [3].
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